OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A SINGLE BREAKING NEWS STORY
For Programs and Program Segments (Emmy(s) to Producer(s) and Correspondent(s))
JANUARY 20, 1981
(NBC Nightly News) (1/20/81 - NBC)
Paul Greenberg, Executive Producer, Bill Wheatley, Senior Producer, Lloyd Siegel (Domestic), Harry Griggs (Foreign), Bob McFarland (Washington), Joan Carrigan (Germany), Producers, Jim Bitterman, John Hart, Judy Woodruff, Tom Pettit, John Palmer, Bob Jamieson, Linda Ellerbee, Correspondents

JANUARY 27, 1981
(NBC Nightly News) (1/27/81 - NBC)
Paul Greenberg, Executive Producer, Bill Wheatley, Senior Producer, Lloyd Siegel (Domestic), Harry Griggs (Foreign), Bob McFarland (Washington), Producers, John Chancellor & Roger Mudd, Anchors, Tom Pettit, John Palmer, John Dancy, Bob Jamieson, Robert Hager, John Cochran, Correspondents

EL SALVADOR FIREFIGHT (4/30/81 - NBC)
(Segment: Today Show)
Dave Riggs, Producer, Jim Cummings, Correspondent

* INSIDE AWACS 9/18/81 - NBC
(Segment: NBC News, 'Magazine with David Brinkley')
Sid Feders, Producer, Garrick Utley, Correspondent

* ITALIAN EARTHQUAKE 11/26/-30/80 - ABC
(5-part Segment: ABC World News Tonight)
Dean Johnosos, Producer
Gregg Dobbs & Bill Blakemore, Correspondents

THE OTHER EGYPT 10/9/81-NBC
(Segment: NBC News, 'Magazine')
Sid Feders, Bill Theodore, Ron Bonn, Producers
Garrick Utley, Correspondent

* MOMENT OF CRISIS-HYATT DISASTER 7/23/81
(Segment: ABC News, '20/20')
Stanhope Gould & Peter W. Kunhardt, Producers
Tom Jarriel, Correspondent

* Denotes National Award Winner
* Denotes Area Award Winner
OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A SINGLE BREAKING NEWS STORY (Cont'd)

RELUCTANT HERO 1/30/81 - NBC
(Segment: NBC News, 'Magazine with David Brinkley')
Sid Feders, Producer
Doug Kiker, Correspondent

SADAT 10/6/81 - CBS
(Segment: CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Sanford Socolow, Mark Harrington, David Buksbaum, Linda Mason, Lane Venardos, Producers
Dan Rather, Correspondent

OUTSTANDING BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE CURRENT STORY

*CBS REPORTS: MURDER TEENAGE STYLE 9/31/81 - CBS
Irina Posner, Producer
Ed Bradley, Correspondent

THE SHATTERED BADGE 12/27/80 - ABC
(ABC News, 'Closeup')
Paul Altmeyer, Producer/Correspondent

*SOLDIERS OF THE TWILIGHT 3/19/81 - ABC
(ABC News, 'Closeup')
Malcolm Clarke, Producer
Marshall Frady, Correspondent

ANATOMY OF A MANHUNT 9/27/81 - CBS
(Segment: CBS News, 'Sunday Morning')
James Houtrides, Producer, Ed Rabel, Correspondent

ART/SCIENCE 6/21/81 - CBS
(Segment: Walter Cronkite's Universe)
Michael Dumont, Producer
Charles Osgood, Correspondent

BOSTON IRISH-IRA 5/5/81 - ABC
(Segment: ABC News, 'Nightline')
Robert Jordan, Producer
Mike Barnicle, Correspondent

THE CHEAPEST WAY TO GO 9/24/81 - ABC
(Segment: ABC News, '20/20')
Richard R. Clark, Producer
John Stossel, Correspondent

CRIME/ELDERLY 2/26/81 - ABC
(Segment: ABC News, 'Nightline')
Herb Holmes, Producer, Bob Greene, Correspondent

* Denotes National Award Winner
* Denotes Area Award Winner
OUTSTANDING BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE CURRENT STORY

* DEATH IN THE FAST LANE 9/16/81 - ABC
(Segment: ABC News, '20/20"
Danny Schechter, Producer
Catherine Mackin, Correspondent

* GHOST TOWN 7/16/81 - ABC
(Segment: ABC News, '20/20"
Pete Simmons & Ellen Rossen, Producers
John Laurence, Correspondent

* "GRAIN" A FEW MINUTES WITH ANDY ROONEY 5/10/81 - CBS
(Segment: CBS News, '60 Minutes"
Andrew A. Rooney, Producer/Reporter

HUNGER IN AFRICA 3/19/81 - CBS
(Segment: CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Harry Radcliffe, Producer
Tom Fenton, Correspondent

INSANITY AND MURDER 11/9-11/81 - NBC
(3-Part Segment: NBC Nightly News)
Chuck Collins, Producer, James Polk, Correspondent

* LIBYA 6/16/81 & 17/81 - ABC
(2-part Special Assignment Segment: ABC World News Tonight)
Liz Colton & Denise Schreiner, Producers
Lou Cioffi, Correspondent

MAGIC BULLETS 7/14/81 - CBS
(Segment: Walter Cronkite's Universe)
Elena Mannes, Producer
Jacqueline Adams, Correspondent

NORTHERN IRELAND'S HISTORY 7/5/81 - CBS
(Segment: CBS Evening News with Morton Dean)
John Richman, Executive Producer
John Blackstone, Correspondent

RESCUING THE HOSTAGES: THE UNTIRED MISSION 2/19&20/81 - NBC
(2-part: NBC Nightly News Special Segment)
Ellen McKeefe, Producer
George Lewis, Mike Snyder (KXAS), Correspondents

* Denotes National Award Winner
* Denotes Area Award Winner
OUTSTANDING BACKGROUND ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE CURRENT STORY (Cont'd)

THE RITES OF PASSAGE
(Continued) 9/24/81 - ABC
(Segment: ABC News, '20/20')
Jeff Diamond, Producer
Bob Brown, Correspondent

TOUGH GUYS/TOUGH TIMES 5/8/81 - CBS
(Segment: CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Bob McNamara, Producer/Correspondent

UNEMPLOYMENT IN BRITAIN 7/16/81 - ABC
(Segment: NBC Nightly News)
Dina Modianot, Producer
John Hart Correspondent

* THE WAR ON OPIUM 5/15/81 - ABC
(Segment: ABC News, 'Nightline')
Tom Yellin, Producer,
Mark Litke, Correspondent

OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM

* CBS REPORTS: THE DEFENSE OF THE UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR BATTLEFIELD 6/15/81 - CBS
Judy Crichton, Producer
Harry Reasoner, Correspondent

* CBS REPORTS: THE DEFENSE OF THE UNITED STATES:
THE WAR MACHINE 6/17/81 - CBS
Craig Leake, Producer
Richard Threlkeld, Correspondent

THE GENE MERCHANTS
(ABC News, 'Closeup') 9/11/81 - ABC
Stephen Fleischman, Producer
Marshall Frady & William Sherman, Correspondents

* THE HUNTER AND THE HUNTED 10/21/81 - PBS
Thomas F. Madigan, Executive Producer
John Oakley & Lisa Cantini-Sequin, Bill Bemister,
Producers, Bill Bemister, Correspondent

* NEAR ARMAGEDDON: THE SPREAD OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS
IN THE MIDDLE EAST
(ABC News, 'Closeup')
Christopher Isham, Producer
Marshall Frady & William Sherman, Correspondents

* WHY AMERICA BURNS 10/4/81 - PBS
(Nova)
Brian Kaufman, Producer

* Denotes National Award Winner
* Denotes Area Award Winner
OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM
(Continued)

* FORMULA FOR DISASTER 1/15/81 - ABC
  (Segment: ABC News, '20/20')
  John Fager, Producer
  Geraldo Rivera, Correspondent

* KILLER WHEELS 3/8/81 - CBS
  (Segment: CBS News, '60 Minutes')
  Allan Maraynes, Producer
  Mike Wallace, Correspondent

* ROCKETS FOR SALE 3/20/81 - NBC
  (Segment: NBC News, 'Magazine with David Brinkley')
  Tony Van Witsen, Producer
  Garrick Utley, Correspondent

* TEEN MODELS 4/23/81 - NBC
  (Segment: NBC News, 'Magazine with David Brinkley')
  Beth Polson, Producer
  Jack Perkins, Correspondent

* UNNECESSARY SURGERY 1/18/81 - ABC
  (Segment: ABC News, '20/20'
  Peter Lance & Janice Tomlin, Producers
  Peter Lance, Correspondent

OUTSTANDING INTERVIEW/INTERVIEWER

* CLARK CLIFFORD ON PRESIDENTS AND POWER (Part 1) 3/6/81 - PBS
  (Bill Moyers' Journal)
  Douglas Lutz, Producer
  Bill Moyers, Interviewer

* GEORGE STEINER ON LITERATURE, LANGUAGE & CULTURE 5/22/81 - PBS
  (Bill Moyers' Journal)
  Douglas Lutz, Producer
  Bill Moyers, Interviewer

* THE LAST MAFIOSO (JIMMY FRATIANO) 1/4/81 - CBS
  (Segment: CBS News, '60 Minutes')
  Marion F. Goldin, Producer
  Mike Wallace, Interviewer

SIRHAN-SIRHAN 8/27 & 28/81 - ABC
  (2-Part Segment: ABC News, 'Nightline')
  David Bohrman, Bob Jordan, Susan Mercandetti, Producers
  Ted Koppel, Interviewer

* WANTED (TERPIL/KORKALA INTERVIEW) 11/8/81 - CBS
  (Segment: CBS News, '60 Minutes')
  Barry Lando, Producer
  Mike Wallace, Interviewer

* Denotes National Award Winner
• Denotes Area Award Winner
OUTSTANDING INFORMATIONAL/CULTURAL HISTORICAL PROGRAMMING

CLOSE HARMONY 11/9/81 - PBS
Nigel Noble, Producer

* THE COLONEL COMES TO JAPAN 10/9/81 - PBS
(Enterprise)
John Nathan, Producer

EISENSTAEDT: GERMANY 11/2/81 - PBS
Gordon Bowman, Producer

CHINESE ISLAND 10/12/81 - CBS
(Segment: CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Barry Peterson, Producer/Correspondent

THE HOLOCAUST 6/19/81 - ABC
(Segment: ABC News, 'Nightline')
Pamela L. Kahn, Producer

* LOUIS IS 13 10/25/81 - CBS
(Segment: CBS News, 'Sunday Morning')
Lee Reichenthal, Producer
Morton Dean, Correspondent

* MOMENT OF CRISIS: BERLIN WALL 8/13/81 - ABC
(Segment: ABC News, '20/20')
Richard O'Reagan, & Rolfe Tessem, Producers
Tom Jarriel, Correspondent

* MOMENT OF CRISIS: VIETNAM WITHDRAWAL 4/30/81 - ABC
(Segment: ABC News, '20/20')
Peter W. Kunhardt, Producer
Tom Jarriel, Correspondent

A PLACE TO GO 1/18/81 - CBS
(Segment: CBS News, '60 Minutes')
Joel Bernstein, Producer
Dan Rather, Correspondent

* RAY CHARLES 11/12/81 - ABC
(Segment: ABC News, '20/20')
Betsy Osha, Producer
Bob Brown, Correspondent

ROMARE BEARDEN 12/21/80 - CBS
(Segment: CBS News, 'Sunday Morning')
Kathy Sulkes, Producer
David Culhane, Correspondent

* Denotes National Award Winner
* Denotes Area Award Winner
OUTSTANDING INFORMATIONAL/CULTURAL HISTORICAL PROGRAMMING
(Continued)

* ST. PAUL'S BELLS 7/7/81 - ABC
  (Segment: ABC World News Tonight)
  Phil Bergman, Producer
  Hughes Rudd, Correspondent

SUNSHINE FOUNDATIONS 12/4/80 - NBC
  (Segment: Today Show)
  Bert Medley, Producer
  Bob Dotson, Correspondent

A TIME OF MAGIC 9/20/81 - CBS
  (Segment: CBS News, 'Sunday Morning')
  Philip Garvin, Producer
  David Culhane, Correspondent

WRITERS
For Individuals, Emmy(s) to Individual(s)
PERRE SALINGER (Narrative)
GEORGE ORICK (Studio & Background Material)
AMERICA HELD HOSTAGE: THE SECRET NEGOTIATIONS 1/28/81 - ABC
  (ABC News Special)

LLOYD DOBYS, DAROLD MURRAY & PAT TRESE
An American Adventure: The Rocket Pilots
  (NBC News Special Program) 9/23/81 - NBC

* PHILIP BUTON, JR. & LARRY L. KING
  CBS Reports: The Best Little Statehouse in Texas 8/26/81 - CBS

MAURICE MURAD
  CBS Reports: The Defense of the United States: A Call To Arms 6/16/81 - CBS

* WALTER PINCUS, ANDREW LACK, HOWARD STRINGER, & BOB SCHIEFFER
  CBS Reports: The Defense of the United States: Ground Zero 6/14/81 - CBS

* JUDY CRICHTON, HOWARD STRINGER & LESLIE COCKBURN
  CBS Reports: The Defense of the United States: Nuclear Battlefield 6/15/81 - CBS

ANDREW LACK

* CRAIG LEAKE & RICHARD THRELKELD

* Denotes National Award Winner
▼ Denotes Area Award Winner
WRITERS (Cont’d)
For Individuals, Emmy(s) to Individuals(s)

*JUDY TOWERS REEMTSMA & MARLENE SANDERS
CBS Reports: The Defense of the United States: The War Machine
6/17/81 CB

IRINA POSNER & ED BRADLEY
CBS Reports: Nurse, Where Are You?
5/28/81 - CBS

*PERRY ROLFF
Inside Hollywood: The Movie Business
(A CBS News Special)
3/28/81 - CBS

*HELEN WHITNEY
The Monastery
(ABC News, 'Closeup')
8/20/81 - ABC

*LINDSAY MILLER
News in Review
(Segment: CBS News, 'Sunday Morning')
7/19/81 - CBS

DIRECTORS
* CRAIG LEAKE
CBS Reports: The Defense of the United States: The War Machine
6/17/81 - CBS

CHARLES HEINZ
Four Presidents
(Segment: ABC World News Tonight)
10/8/81 - ABC

HELEN WHITNEY
The Monastery
(ABC News, 'Closeup')
8/20/81 - ABC

TECHNICAL DIRECTION/ELECTRONIC CAMERA

DON BASIL, RICHARD KUHNE, JOHN CORDONE,
JOHN LANDI, ELLIOT BUTLER, JACK CLARK,
SIDNEY DOBISH, KEN SANBORN, BOB FREEMAN,
RUPEN VOSGIMORUKIAN, TONY HIRASHIKI,
RON HEADFORD & FABRICE MOUSSUS, Electronic Camera

America Held Hostage: The Secret Negotiations
(ABC News Special)
1/28/81 - ABC

*RICHARD JEFFREYS, Electronic Camera
The Assassination of Anwar Sadat
(Segment: CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
10/6/81 - CBS

ROLFE TESSEM, Electronic Camera
Carter's Final Hours
(Segment: ABC News, 'Nightline')
1/28/81 - ABC

* Denotes National Award Winner
* Denotes Area Award Winner
TECHNICAL DIRECTION/ELECTRONIC CAMERA (Continued)

*JOHN J. LANDI (Location & Game)
  LES SOLIN, GORDON HOOVER & SCOTT LEVINE (Game),
  Electronic Camera
  If You Were the President
  (ABC News, '20/20')  8/6-81 - ABC

*TOM WOODS, Electronic Camera
  Inside Aghanistan
  (Segment: NBC News, 'Magazine with David Brinkley')  1/30/81 - NBC

*RUPEN VOSGIMORUKIAN & BARRY FOX,
  Electronic Camera
  Italian Earthquake (5 Part segment)
  (ABC World News Tonight)  11/26-30/80 - ABC

*STEPHEN N. STANFORD, Electronic Camera
  Monarch Butterflies
  (Segment: ABC World News Tonight)  3/30/81 - ABC

*SHELDON FIELMAN, Electronic Camera
  President Reagan Shooting
  (NBC News Special Report)  3/30/81 - NBC

FABRICE MOUSSUS, Electronic Camera
  Sadat Assassination
  (ABC News Special Events)  10/6/81 - ABC

CINEMATOGRAPHY
* BILLY WAGNER, JAN MORGAN, JOHN BOULTER
  & JOHN PETERS, Cinematographer
  CBS Reports: The Defense of the United States: Nuclear Battlefield 6/15/81 - CBS

FILM EDITING
* JOHN J. MARTIN, Film Editor
  An American Adventure: The Rocket Pilots
  (An NBC News Special Program)  9/23/81 - NBC

*MILI BONSIGNORI, Film Editor
  CBS Reports: The Defense of the United States: Call to Arms 6/16/81 - CBS

PETER ELISCU, Film Editor
  CBS Reports: The Defense of the United States: Nuclear Battlefield 6/15/81 - CBS

* Denotes National Award Winner
* Denotes Area Award Winner
FILM EDITING (Cont'd)
*ARA CHEKMA YAN & CHRISTOPHER DALRYMPLE, Film Editors
 CBS Reports: The Defense of the United States: The War Machine
 6/17/81 - CBS

ALAN RAYMOND & NILS RASMUSSE, Film Editors
 Horay for Hollywood
 (ABC News, 'Closeup')
 10/11/81 - ABC

*DAVID R. WARD, Film Editor
 Jackie Gleason: How Sweet It Is
 (Segment: ABC News, '20/20')
 2/22/81 - ABC

AUDIO
RUDY BOYER, ANTHONY PAGANO, ALFONSO BURNEY,
MARK FRENCH, JAY LAMONACO, JACK GRAY, NEAL
HARVEY, JIM FITZGERALD, LEONARD JENSEN, ALAN
LEWIS, ALI ASHAMAWY, Live/Location Tape Sound
REcordists
GEORGE MYER, Re-recording Mixer/Editor
America Held Hostage: The Secret Negotiations
(ABC News Special) 1/28/81 - ABC

*ED JENNINGS, Tape Sound Editor
Carter's Final Hours
(Segment: ABC News, 'Nightline')
 1/28/81 - ABC

JAMES A. CEFALO, Location Sound Recordist
Monarch Butterflies
(Segment: ABC News, '20/20')
 6/18/81 - ABC

HARRY WELDON, Location Sound Recordist
President Assassination Attempt
(Segment: ABC World News Tonight)
 3/30/81 - ABC

ALY EL ASHAWY, Location Sound Recordist
Sadat Assassination
ABC News Special Events)
 10/6/81 - ABC

ASSOCIATE DIRECTION AND/OR VIDEOTAPE EDITING
*NEIL PHILPSON, Senior Associate Director
 (Post Production), JERRY CHERNAK, Associate Director (Post Production)
ED BUDA & THOMAS R. GUBAR, Senior Videotape Editors
SAM HADLEY, ROBERT BRANDT, ALAN CAMPBELL,
HENRIETTE HUBENF, DAVID HARTEN, ROBERT KERR, VICKI
PAPAZIAN, DAVE RUMMEL, DONNA ROWLINSON

* Denotes National Award Winner
* Denotes Area Award Winner
ASSOCIATE DIRECTION AND / OR VIDEOTAPE EDITING (Cont'd)

Videotape Editors

HARVEY BEAL, EILEEN CLANCY, JOHN CROAK, DEAN IRWIN,
CATHERINE ISABELLA, CONRAD KRAUS, MIKE MAZELLA, TOM
MILLER, PETER MURPHY, ERSKIN ROBERTS, MARIO SCHENCHMAN,
MIKE SIEGEL, BARRY SPITZER, & CHRIS VON BENGEL, Videotape
Editors (Post Production)

America Held Hostage: The Secret Negotiations
(ABC News Special) 1/28/81 - ABC

* DAVID G. RUMMEL, JR., Videotape Editor
Monarch Butterflies
(Segment: ABC News, '20/20') 6/18/81 - ABC

JOHN J. GILLEN, Videotape Editor
Robots: The Coming Revolution
(Segment: ABC World News Tonight) 6/21/81 - ABC

LIGHTING DIRECTION

JEROME SLATTERY, Location Lighting Director
America Held Hostage: The Secret Negotiations
(ABC News Special) 1/28/81 - ABC

GRAPHIC DESIGN

BARRABA M. INCOGNITIO, Electronic Graphic Designer
ABC News, '20/20'
(Title Sequence) 11/15/81 - ABC

* FREIDA REITER, Graphic Artist/Illustrator
America Held Hostage: The Secret Negotiations
(ABC News Special) 1/28/81 - ABC

* GERRY ANDREA, Graphic Designer/Illustrator
Shooting of Pope John Paul II
(Segments: ABC World News Tonight) 5/14/-19/81 - ABC

* Denotes National Award Winner

* Denotes Area Award Winner
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